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Absttract: In recent times, Cloud computing is connsidered as onee of the emergin
ng trends in thee field of Sciencce and technology. With no dooubt, it
is onne of the strateegic directionss for many orgganizations andd the most dom
minating infrasstructure for eenterprises as far
f as end userrs are
conceerned.Instead of
o buying the IT
T equipments annd managing thhemselves, man
ny companies prefer
p
to buy thee services from
m service providders to
inflatte their chancess of increasing profit by reduccing the cost. With
W dramatic increase
i
in the number of clouud providers an
nd the need to access
a
cloudd for organisation’s benefit, Cloud computingg is the panaceaa or the tool off choice for more cloud storagge services. How
wever, there coomes a
questtion for privacyy and data seccurity as more sensitive data and personal information
i
getts transferred tto the cloud. The
T proposed system
discuusses a method for security im
mprovement usiing AES-128, IDA
I
and X13 hash
h
algorithm.. Where, AES ttakes care of sy
ymmetric encryyption
whichh encrypts the file with singlee public key. The
T IDA is respponsible for rou
uting the piecess of data set too different storaage locations thhereby
proviiding sophisticaated data manaagement. X-13 is a mining alggorithm with th
hirteen differentt rounds of hasshes and it is en
nergy efficient while
mininng with a GPU or CPU.
Keyw
words: Advanced Encryption Standard
S
(AES-128); Informattion Dispersal Algorithm
A
(IDA
A) and X13 minning algorithm.

1. INTROD
DUCTION
Clouud computingg is a technoology that offers
o
numeroous
serviices which atttracts the connsumers and organizations at
all levels.
l
A clooud is a poool of virtuaalised compuuter
resouurces and has the ability to host variety of
o job loads. The
T
cloudd supports reedundant, selff-recovering, highly scalabble
proggramming moddels that allow
w workloads to manage froom
recovvery. Cloud computing
c
usses open sourrce REST bassed
API’’s that are universally
u
avvailable and allows
a
users to
access the cloud services
s
througgh web browsser efficiently. It
provvides agility to
t improve thhe reuse of cloud
c
resourcces.
Alsoo it provides multi-tenancyy for sharing a large pool of
resouurces to the ussers with the additive
a
featurres.
It is deployed using three models such as:: public, privaate
and hybrid each having
h
its ow
wn conditions and restrictionns.
Publlic cloud can be accessed over the interrnet. It providdes
scalaability of resoources. Mostlyy private clouuds are preferrred
due its high securrity. Hybrid cloud is a com
mposition of tw
wo
or more
m
clouds (prrivate, commuunity or publicc) and offers the
t
beneefits of multiplle deployment models.
The services offeered by the cloud
c
falls unnder three maain
categgories namelyy: Software as a Service (Saaas), Platform
m as
a Service (Paas) and
a Infrastruccture as a Servvice (Iaas). Saaas
is ann alternative way of acccessing the software whiich
elim
minates the neeed of purchassing the softw
ware and loadiing
the same
s
onto a device. It is a subscriptioon based moddel
wherre the softwaare is hostedd in the clouud and can be
accessed by the users
u
via inteernet. Saas exxamples incluude
SalesForce, Googgle Apps, annd Office 3550 etc. Paas is
anothher category of software service wherre the platform
ms
and environmentss are renderedd as service too the developers
for building appplications annd services over internnet.
© 20115-19, IJARCS All
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Windows
W
Azurre, Force.com
m, Google App
p engine are some
off the Paas examples. Iaas provides virtu
ualized compputing
reesources whichh can be acceessed through WAN (Wide Area
Network) suchh as internet.. It also pro
ovides a rangge of
seervices that accompany tthe infrastruccture componnents.
So
ome independdent Iaas providers are Amaazon Web Serrvices
(A
AWS) and Gooogle Cloud P
Platform (GC
CP). In additioon to
th
hese, cloud offfers a massivve data storag
ge which couuld be
acccessed from anywhere
a
in thhe world. Thu
us cloud servees to a
grreat tool of chhoice for manyy consumers. Wherever thee data
is stored, a question of securrity arises. Hen
nce there is a great
neeed for establiishing securityy in cloud. Th
he proposed syystem
deescribes an efficient waay to ensurre security using
crryptographic techniques. B
Before the daata is sent too the
cloud, it is enncrypted, disspersed into slices and finally
fi
haashing is perrformed. Thiss encoded data is transm
mitted
th
hrough cloud. In the same way, retrievaal of originall data
fro
om the encodded form invoolves decoding
g where the sliced
s
daata is verified for its authennticity and theen encrypted file
f is
reeconstructed with
w the help oof IDA which
h is then decryypted
to
o obtain the original data.
2. PRELIIMINARIES
Cryptographic
Cr
Algorithm: Cryptographiic algorithm is a
method
m
of trannsforming plain text into
o cipher text. The
deetailed operaation of a ccipher is con
ntrolled bothh by
th
he algorithm annd in each instance by
y a "key". Data
co
onfidentiality may be proviided by one off two categoriies of
en
ncryption algoorithm, namelly symmetric cryptographyy and
assymmetric crryptography. Symmetric, or conventiional,
crryptography requires that tthe sender an
nd receiver shhare a
keey, which is an
a item of seccret informatio
on used to enncrypt
an
nd decrypt datta.
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Symmetric and Asymmetric Algorithm: In symmetric key
algorithm, the same algorithm and key is used for both
encryption and decryption. Symmetric-key ciphers can be
used as primitives to construct various cryptographic
techniques. In asymmetric key algorithm uses pair of keys
based on public key cryptosystem. One key used for
encryption and other is used for decryption.

transmission over a computer network. It also provides fault
tolerance and efficient bandwidth to establish
communication between parallel computers even for a single
disk. By using constant size buffers time efficiency and
highly fault tolerant are routed on n-cubes. [3]. A
Combination of AES 256, IDA and SHA 512 are being used
for the encryption, splitting and hashing respectively.

AES: AES is a non feistel cipher that encrypts and decrypts
a data block of 128 bits. The key size can be 128,192 or 256
bits. It depends on number of rounds. NIST evaluation
criteria for AES are security, cost and algorithm
implementation characteristics. Provides speed and code
compactness on a wide range of platforms. For 128-bits
AES, each round contains four steps: Byte substitution, Row
shift, Column mixing and Round key addition.

4. PROPOSED MODEL

Hashing algorithm: A hash function is a computationally
efficient function mapping binary strings of arbitrary length
to binary strings of some fixed length. The output string is
generally much smaller than the original data. A change to
any bit or bits in the message can results in a change to the
hash code.Hash code is also referred to as a message digest
or hash value.

A big hurdle that daunts from embracing the cloud is the
vulnerabilities or the security concerns that prevails in the
system. The proposed system consists of encoding and
decoding data with the help of Advanced Key Encryption
Standard with 128-bits key, Information Dispersal
Algorithm and then X-13 hash algorithm. According to [5],
AES 128 is suffice to provide security. Regarding CPU
overhead, usage of 256 bytes increases 40% CPU overhead
than 128 bytes [13].Hence 128 bytes is sufficient enough to
provide the same level of security as the latter but with a
improvement in performance.According to [2], the operation
time for encryption and decryption for 128 bytes is found to
be lesser than 256 bytes which is illustrated in the figure
1(a)

IDA: IDA splits the files into small parts and make it
unrecognizable when they in storage array.
3. RELATED WORKS
Cloud computing applies a virtualised platform with flexible
and reliable resources. The idea is to move desktop
computing to a service oriented platform using server
clusters and huge databases at data centres. One of the
primary concerns of IT and business decision makers
regarding services provided by cloud is security
management. Although most service providing vendors have
been able to demonstrate that their cloud based applications
are secure from an operational point of view. SAAS
applications are gaining popularity due to their low barriers.
In some cases business units are sidestepping IT and directly
engaging with SAAS vendors, which can lead to additional
IT headaches. Amazon web services [AWS] came out with
Encryption as a service for providing security to data while
transmission. Amazon EC2 provides the following services:
resources from multiple data centres globally distributed,
CL1, web services, web based console user interface etc.
Also one can ensure that sufficient number of Amazon EC2
instances is provisioned to meet desire performance.

Similarly, from the Figure 1(b) the number of CPU cycles
was found to be lesser for 128 bytes than 256. X13 is a
mining algorithm with 13 different hash rounds and
functions defined for each round. These functions include
blake, bmw, groestl, jh, keccak, skein, luffa, cubehash,
shavite, simd, echo, hamsi and fugue. It uses 536 MB of
RAM and is less vulnerable to ASIC attacks [11].

Recently proposed models are based on cryptographic
algorithms [1, 8, 9, and 10] such as Data encryption
Standard, Advanced Encryption Standard and Elliptic Curve
Cryptography. To ensure the confidentiality of data before it
is transformed to cloud, it is encrypted with the help of
AES-128,192,256 depending on the file size and data
format. [10]. Zhang X. and Wang H. proposed a system
based on IDA for providing security in data storage
[11].Proxy server is been used as key element. Using
network drives files are copied by the users. Proxy server
caches the files and generates random matrices to transform
the desired files into multiple slices. In [7] IDA algorithm
provides efficiency in computation and space. IDA has
enormous application related to reliable and secure data
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved
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4.1 Encoding:

Initially, the input data stream is applied to Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES 128) which works on data
through ten rounds and produces encrypted data.
Table 1 shows the notation description used in both
encoding and decoding. Using [3] for IDA CR-S slicing
algorithm, the file is broken into separate slices such that the
knowledge of the subset of these slices will help to
reconstruct the original data file. The file F’ is split into
blocks of m symbols or bytes. A matrix is constructed of
size m×w (Ω).And a Cauchy matrix (G) of order n×m is
generated to transform the original matrix into n slices. Both
the matrices are multiplied for dispersal to produce a matrix
say ߜ with n rows and w columns.

Thus a file F2 of n slices is produced out of which, any m
out of n can be used for reconstruction.

4.2. Decoding:
Decoding step consists of verification and reconstruction. In
verification part (figure 3), we check the integrity of the file
with the help of hash values by de-concatenating the m
slices and later used those slices for reconstruction. If there
is any corruption, an authenticated message is displayed and
the corresponding slice of data is replaced by another.

After verification is done, IDA is applied to the slices for
reconstruction of encrypted data F1 and finally original data
(F) is obtained with the help of AES128 decryption. Using
[3], IDA is performed to those recovered m part of slices.
Now that the file F1 is got, AES decryption is applied with
the same key k used for encryption such that F=D (F1, k).

Finally, we apply x-13 algorithm to compute the hash values
using 13 different hash functions through 13 rounds which
makes it less vulnerable to attacks.
The output of slices from the encoding system (F 3) can now
be uploaded in cloud with secure connection. These
dispersed slices can be stored in at least three cloud service
providers [6] so that even if one fails, other CSPs can be
used for recovery.
4.1.1. Encoding Algorithm Pseudo Code:
The following pseudo code is used for encoding the raw data
and converting it into a secured form.

© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

4.2.1. Decoding algorithm pseudo code
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The following algorithm performs verification using icheck
function, reconstructs the file using IDA and finally
decrypts it to obtain the original data.
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